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ABSTRACT
In the age of cloud computing or utility computing, multitenant applications mainly Software as a Service (SaaS)
applications have been popularly acknowledged as the
generation next of Internet applications. These applications
allow various organizations or tenants to modify (customize)
an application in a robust and reliable manner. However, this
customization according to the user organization’s perspective
can be error-prone, so research is being carried out to develop
SaaS applications based upon different frameworks, platforms
and modelling approaches. Multi-tenancy is an architectural
approach in which a single instance of a application serves
more than one customer who are referred to as tenants.
In this paper, the researcher has made a broad survey to
understand the various features of the issues concerned with
multi-tenancy. The results of the study should be used to
understand the pros and cons of these aspects as well as to
identify the areas of future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1] is a modern technique which is
principally based on Grid, Utility computing, adopted by
organizations and businesses alike to help increase profit
margins by decreasing overall IT costs and provide clients
with better implementation of services. Main service models
include Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) also have
Communication as a Service (CaaS) and Data Storage as a
Service (DSaaS).
The various parameters of the cloud such as elasticity,
metered usage, on-demand service, broad network access
allow the services to be distributed or shared equally among
users and organizations. The sharing of resources, infrastructure, bare hardware and mainly data account for multitenancy at all layers of the model.

multiple tenants. The concept of multi-tenancy is such that a
single instance of the software application can serve multiple
clients.
Each customer is a tenant, who is given rights to change user
interface or business rules as he requires. The tenant cannot
customize application code. This is the basis of multi-tenancy
as implemented at SaaS layer. With SaaS, clients are sourcing
same application (SalesForce.com) meaning that data of
various tenants is stored in same database and they share the
same database tables.
However, multi-tenancy introduces uncommon security risks,
which are yet to be considered in a serious manner. The risks
of multi-tenancy is access of data or trace of operations by
other tenant.
When it comes to security issues, risks impacted by multitenancy require to be addressed at all layers which include
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS

2. MULTI-TENANCY IN SAAS
APPLICATIONS
Multi-tenancy is one of the main ascepts in SaaS. It is an [3]
architectural principle that makes it possible for SaaS
application to serve more than one tenant using a single
instance of service. Multi-tenancy occurs at the database layer
here.
In this phenomenon, customers/ tenants share the same
hardware resources, by using the single application and
database instance which is shared, while remaining isolated
from each other. Since the application code is stored at one
place, it is easier not only to maintain and backup but also
update application and data. Another essential advantage is
low system requirements. It is unnecessary to have a
dedicated server for each client [3]. Resource utilization is
near optimal.
Like two sides of the same coin, multi-tenancy poses several
challenges and difficulties as well. They are:

The majority [1] of cloud service providers offer multitenancy to reduce incurring IT costs which translate into
economic savings for the user.



Performance: Amount of resources distributed to
each tenant may result in inefficient utilization of
resources

Multi-tenancy is a well-known concept used to reduce total
cost of ownership. In the multi-tenancy model, many tenant’s
data are stored in the same public cloud and are controlled and
bifurcated according to the user through use of tagging of
resources owned by the user.



Scalability: Tenants from different geographical
locations may use same application, which has an
impact of scalability.



Security:
A security violation may result in
exposing data of other tenants

The meaning of multi-tenancy framework has enlarged due to
creation of new service models that take advantage of
concepts like virtualization and remote access. A SaaS
provider can run one instance of the common application on
one instance of the database and provide application access to

These are the areas where research is conducted to mitigate
the challenges. Multi-tenancy requires that application
methods and database table access and store data from
different tenant accounts which violates security. But if done
in error free manner, benefit is cost savings. For simple web
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applications, this concept is a solution, as a single developer
develops it and can do it faster as well as scale it.

3. SECURITY ISSUES IN MULTITENANCY
Security violations in multi-tenancy are fundamental in every
layer of cloud like IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. This occurs due to
the fact that client’s employ the same hardware to share and
process information.
This introduces a number of risks in terms of compliance,
security and privacy, as well as lack of user network isolation
[1]. Data stored in such application is stored in the same
database and accessed by tenants using different partitions. A
tenant is any application – inside or outside the enterprisethat needs its own secure and mutually exclusive virtual
computing environment.
This environment encompasses all or some layers of
organization architecture from database to web forms. One of
the highlighted issues while using this type of multiple
services is ensuring data isolation. Managing data is very
critical. All users require privacy. Multi-tenancy and lack of
network isolation [1] among clients result in making public
clouds susceptible to attacks.
Side channel attacks and interference among various domains
create issues in distributed clouds. The researcher may
suggest that current approach to access controls in clouds do
not scale well to requirements posed by multi-tenancy as they
are based on individual tenant’s IDs. Multi-tenancy increases
security risks naturally.
Cloud Service Providers are responsible for making sure that
one tenant cannot break into another tenant’s data and
application. To provide secure multi-tenancy [1], a welldefined method to enable separation at all layers is required.


Application layer: A precisely written multitenant application or multiple instances which
are separately used can provide multi-tenancy
here



Server layer: This means separation of tenants
and application instances on servers and
controlling utilization and access to resources.



Network Layer: IP security provides network
encryption at IP layer for additional security



Storage Layer: Entries at partition layer should
be encrypted so that data is secured. Sharing data
poses risks such as intellectual property
infringement, data infringement, technical and
industrial business sabotage

Current approaches to access control are infeasible to multitenancy requirements, as they are mostly accessed using
individual user IDs. Cloud providers take responsibility for
ensuring that one tenant cannot break into another tenant’s
data and application

reduced
Tenants can operate in virtual isolation. The cloud service
providers can get feedback on application operations which
can be improved in common hardware and software so that
entire community benefits at once. Multi-tenancy is
appropriate for small startup enterprise or single developer [5]
to develop software quickly at a reasonable price, and to
create concepts for widgets and web applications.
Applications on mobile and small business applications with
less security requirements are based on innovation, response
time and ease of use

5. HOW TO CHOOSE APPROPRIATE
TENANCY MODEL
The tenancy model does not have an effect on the function of
the application, but has an impact on the other factors of the
solution. The assessment of the model is based on the
following criteria:


Scalability of the application which depends on
number of tenants, storage per tenant, storage in
aggregate and workload



Tenant isolation includes data isolation and
performance



Per tenant cost which is same as database cost



Development complexity includes changes to
schema and changes to queries



Operational complexity depends upon monitoring
and managing performance, schema management,
restoring a tenant and disaster recovery



Customization depends upon ease of supporting
tenant specific or tenant class specific schema
customizations. If you divide the software into
many small components, your choice of multitenancy model may change. You must carefully
choose a model that best fits the need of your
application.

6. ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES OF
MULTI-TENANCY
Authors on multi-tenancy argue that this can become a
concern cutting across a SaaS application. Generally a tenantspecific mechanism is used to authenticate tenants to access
only their data. Further mechanism can be devised to facilitate
tenants to customize specifically their own application, so that
user gets a feeling that he is working in a dedicated
environment.
Data isolation is a major requirement. But most of the current
DBMS are incapable of dealing with multi-tenancy as a layer
between Business logic and applications. There are two main
kinds of architecture of multi-tenancy


Complete Multi-tenant [9]: This is the purest form
of multi-tenancy. This can be called “shared
everything model”. All resources like infrastructure, applications and database are shared
among all tenants. It makes sure that all resources
are used optimally. But this model requires a very
complex architecture to implement multi-tenancy.
It creates business risk. And it is difficult to
customize as well as implement load balancing.



Single Tenant database: Here, application layer is
shared among all the tenants. Database is separated

4. WHY MULTI-TENANCY IS
NECESSARY
The multi-tenancy architectural approach [4] is beneficial to
both cloud service providers and the end users. Enterprise can
customize an application. The application dynamically
morphs for every single need. A multi-tenant application is
similar to a large community hosted by cloud service
provider. Development as well as maintenance costs are
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by tenant. Force.com has adopted meta-driven
architecture to achieve multi-tenancy.
Everything as seen by developers and application users alike
is represented internally as meta-data. It is required that we
maintain a balance between various factors effecting the
application considered, like affinity and persistence,
performance
isolation,
service
differentiation
and
customization. Affinity [7] defines how requests of different
users of the same tenant are bound to processing nodes of a
single cluster
The SAP Business BYDesign solution was developed having
an affine behavior in consideration due to high amount of
caching. Other applications like those based on Google’s App
Engine are based on low tenant specific context.

non-optimal level of utilization of resources.
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7. CONCLUSION
Cloud computing has recently emerged as a computing
paradigm [10] for managing and delivering services over the
Internet.
The concept of cloud computing is rapidly changing the
scenario of IT and turning the promise of utility computing
into a reality. Despite the benefits offered by cloud
computing, its full potential has not been realized as current
trends and technologies are not mature enough to do so. Many
key challenges are yet to receive attention from research
community.
So the researcher believes that this field offers a tremendous
opportunity, particularly in multi-tenancy. In this paper, the
researcher has surveyed the state-of-art of multi-tenancy in
cloud, covering essential concepts, architectural design,
prominent characteristics and research directions.
As this concept is still at an early stage, it is hoped that this
paper will provide a better insight of design challenges of
multi-tenancy in cloud and pave way for future research.
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